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Workshop on Robotics 
 

A 3-Day online workshop on Robotics in association with HOLOSUIT was organized by the 
Department of Computer Applications, GSSS SSFGC. The workshop, held from 20th to 22nd January, 
2021, covered various topics - History and evolution of robotics, Block programming, Practical 
sessions on programming, sorting algorithms etc. -that helped students to understand the applications 
of Robotics. Over 200 students studying in various schools and Pre-University colleges (class 9th to 
12th) registered for the workshop. Participants were awarded e-certificates.   

 

 
     Students participating in the workshop   Human robot interaction 

 

Selection of NCC Cadets 
 
Ten NCC seats were sanctioned for the college. Students 

from the first year B. Com, BBA and BCA were selected on 19th 
January,2021 to undergo NCC training for two years. Ms. 

Priyanka M N was in charge of the 
selection process. Lt. Dr. Indrani, 
NCC officer, Mahajana College 
Mysuru deputed two senior NCC 
Cadets Mohammad Suhaan and 
Krushik to assist the selection 
process in the college. 

 
The students who got selected for the training were Suhas S, 

Sanjay K A, Kushala R, Nisarga S, Bhavana L R, Varshitha A, Deekshitha N, 

Ruchitha M T, Prakruthi V, Hampana S R, Sinchana H S, Varshitha P, 
Nischitha K U and Chaitanya M A. 

 

NCC selection process 
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Patriotic fervor at GSSS SSFGC 
 

Republic Day was celebrated in the college on 26th 
January,2021. Unity in Diversity was well represented by 
the song sung by the students in five languages.  
 

Ms. Vaishnavi of second year B.Com invoked the 
blessings of Lord Ganesha to begin the flag hoisting 
program. Principal Dr. Vidya Pai, unfurled the tricolor, 
which was followed by the rendition of the Nation Anthem 
by students and staff. Ms. Sreeranjini, Asst Prof, Dept of 
Commerce, Ms. Anju Choudhary and Ms. Likitha M spoke 
about the significance of the day. Ms. Jyothi N. Bhat Asst 
Prof, Dept of Kannada, a passionate singer, sang a 
composition by the famous Kannada poet K S 
Narasimhaswamy. Patriotic songs were sung on the 
occasion, followed by distribution of sweets.    A group photo after unfurling the tricolor 

                     
    
History: 

While India gained independence from the British in 1947, it wasn't until 26th January, 1950 
that the Indian Constitution came into effect and India became a sovereign state, declaring it a 
republic. The Indian Constitution was drafted by Dr. B R Ambedkar who is known as the Architect of 
the Indian Constitution. 26th January was chosen as the day to announce India becoming a Republic as 
in 1929 on the same day the Indian National Congress denounced colonial rule and proclaimed Purna 
Swaraj, “complete freedom from the British”. The Constitution was adopted by the Indian Constituent 
Assembly on 26th November,1949 and came into force in 1950 under a democratic government 
system. This completed the country’s transition into becoming a sovereign republic. 

 

Fresher’s Day at GSSS SSFGC 
 

Students of second and final year organized Fresher’s Day on 28th January, 2021. It was an ice 
breaking session where the first year students introduced themselves to their seniors and the 
teaching faculty. 

Student coordinators Ms. Sneha and Ms. Swathi along with their friends, planned and designed 
the program which included dance, singing and fun games. Ms.Lavanya of second year B.Com 
welcomed the gathering and Ms.Swathi of final year B.Com proposed the Vote of Thanks. Principal and 
staff   were present on the occasion. 

 

 
Students introducing themselves 
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Students participating in Fun Games 

 
Fresher’s Day group photo 

 

 
 

NSS Activities for the month  
 

As scheduled, NSS activities for the month were carried out 
on every Saturday. During the first two Saturdays, the volunteers 
were exposed to NSS culture where they learnt NSS song and 
clapping. On the third and fourth Saturdays the NSS volunteers 
were engaged in cleaning the campus and watering the plants. On 
30th January, a two-minute silence was observed in memory of 
Indian martyrs. NSS, helps students to work for society, inculcate 
feelings of social service and also draw their attention towards the 
weaker sections of society.        NSS assembly 

        

  

 
NSS volunteers in an activity and watering plants 
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Appointments to vacancies in different Departments  
 

Vacancies for the teaching posts in Departments of Commerce, Business Administration and 
Computer Application were filled as per the regular selection procedure followed at GSSS Institutions. 

 
Following an advertisement in the newspaper the college had received many applications for 

the various posts.  Applications were sorted and the chosen candidates were called for an interview. 
 

GSSS SSFGC welcomed on board its new staff Ms. Sreeranjini K Rao (Commerce), Ms. Jyothi N Bhat 
(Kannada), Mr Shivraj S (Business Administration), Mr. Praveen Kumar C (Business Administration) 
and Ms. Amrutha C M (Computer Applications).  

 
 

 

Commencement of Offline classes 
 

The college which remained closed for students since 23rd March 2020 welcomed them on 18th 
January 2021 following the SOP laid down by the UOM. Students were informed to bring the consent 
letter from their parents along with the RT-PCR test report. 

 
COVID guidelines were strictly followed which included thermal screening at the gate, 

providing sanitizers to students, mandatory  wearing of masks and also following physical distance in 
classrooms. 
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“Unlike a drop of water which loses its identity when it joins the ocean, man does not lose 

his being in the society in which he lives. Man's life is independent. He is born not for the 

development of the society alone, but for the development of his self.” 

-Dr. B. R. Ambedkar 


